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Biomolecular systems exhibit many dynamic and biologically
relevant properties, such as conformational fluctuations, multi-
step catalysis, transient interactions, folding, and allosteric
structural transitions. These properties are challenging to
detect and engineer using standard ensemble-based techniques.
To address this drawback, single-molecule methods offer a way
to access conformational distributions, transient states, and
asynchronous dynamics inaccessible to these standard tech-
niques. Fluorescence-based single-molecule approaches are
parallelizable and compatible with multiplexed detection; to
date, however, they have remained limited to serial screens of
small protein libraries. This stems from the current absence of
methods for generating either individual dual-labeled protein
samples at high throughputs or protein libraries compatible
with multiplexed screening platforms. Here, we demonstrate
that by combining purified and reconstituted in vitro trans-
lation, quantitative unnatural amino acid incorporation via
AUG codon reassignment, and copper-catalyzed azide-
alkyne cycloaddition, we can overcome these challenges for tar-
get proteins that are, or can be, methionine-depleted. We pres-
ent an in vitro parallelizable approach that does not require
laborious target-specific purification to generate dual-labeled
proteins and ribosome-nascent chain libraries suitable for sin-
gle-molecule FRET-based conformational phenotyping. We
demonstrate the power of this approach by tracking the effects
of mutations, C-terminal extensions, and ribosomal tethering
on the structure and stability of three protein model systems:
barnase, spectrin, and T4 lysozyme. Importantly, dual-labeled
ribosome-nascent chain libraries enable single-molecule co-lo-
calization of genotypes with phenotypes, are well suited for mul-

tiplexed single-molecule screening of protein libraries, and
should enable the in vitro directed evolution of proteins
with designer single-molecule conformational phenotypes of
interest.

Biomolecular systems exhibit important dynamic properties,
such as conformational fluctuations, multistep catalysis, tran-
sient interactions, folding, and allosteric structural transitions
that are challenging to detect and engineer using standard
ensemble-based techniques. Although single-molecule bio-
physics has proven to be a powerful approach to decode these
dynamic processes, coupling such single-molecule studies with
high-throughput screening and in vitro directed evolution
remains a challenge (1, 2). Fluorescence-based single-molecule
detection has made considerable progress toward these goals
(3– 8); however, its application in structure-based protein bio-
physics and directed evolution is limited by our inability to first
generate and then screen large libraries of dye-labeled proteins.

Creating such libraries has been challenging because sin-
gle-molecule detection methods, such as fluorescence reso-
nance energy transfer (smFRET),4 require compositionally
homogeneous5 and often dual site-specifically labeled
samples (9). “Tag-and-modify” approaches, which combine
unnatural amino acid (UAA) incorporation via genetic code
expansion and click chemistry– based dye conjugation, facili-
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4 The abbreviations used are: smFRET, single-molecule FRET; IVT, in vitro transla-
tion; prIVT, purified and reconstituted IVT; UAA, unnatural amino acid; CuAAC,
copper-catalyzed azide-alkyne cycloaddition; HPG, homopropargylglycine;
NTD, N-terminal domain; T4L, T4 lysozyme; EPR, proximity ratio; S, stoichiome-
try; ALEX, alternating laser excitation; �sALEX, microsecond ALEX; D, donor; A,
acceptor; F, folded; U, unfolded; PTC, peptidyltransferase center; PDA, proba-
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tein Data Bank; BTTES, Bis(tertbutyl)-tris(triazolylmethyl)amine-ethane sul-
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fidelity of protein synthesis, the efficiency and specificity of UAA tag incor-
poration, the extent of labeling specificity (site-specific versus residue/
group-specific), peptide bond cis-trans isomerization, and even dye
labeling regiospecificity or enantiospecificity can all influence sample
compositional homogeneity. Acceptable levels of sample compositional
homogeneity differ for qualitative and quantitative FRET applications. For
the latter, even persistent conformational (as opposed to compositional)
sources of heterogeneity, such as dye rotational anisotropy within the
donor fluorescence lifetime, can be problematic.
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tate site-specific protein labeling (10, 11). However, these
approaches generally rely on high-yield cell-based expression,
have limited nonsense suppression efficiencies (�1–30%) (12),
are subject to nonspecific UAA tagging of host proteins (13, 14),
and thus require affinity purification in order to achieve com-
positional homogeneity (15) (Fig. 1A). Some of these issues
have been mitigated by quantitative enzymatic aldehyde tag-
ging and an optimized oxime ligation reaction (16); this
approach, however, still remains subject to the various limi-
tations of cell-based cloning and expression.

Here, we overcome the constraints of cell-based approaches
using a purified and reconstituted in vitro translation (prIVT)
system (17) to establish a high-throughput and cell-free
method to generate fluorescently labeled protein samples for
smFRET experiments (Fig. 1B). By using a cell-free approach,
we avoid the laborious target-specific purification methods
required in cell-based cloning and expression approaches. By
using PCR to make prIVT templates, we can express UAA-
tagged proteins in a parallelizable manner and in quantities
appropriate for single-molecule studies, limiting cost and
improving throughput. In addition, prIVT systems are free
from ribonucleases and proteases, making them well suited
to the generation of monovalent genotype/phenotype-linked
ribosome display (18) or mRNA display (19) libraries. Most
importantly, prIVT systems permit user-controlled elimination
of undesirable translation processes, such as peptide release,
misincorporation, or off-target expression and UAA incorpo-
ration, thereby enabling the quantitative incorporation of UAA
tags selectively into desired targets. Our approach is compatible
with a number of UAA-tagging strategies ranging from residue-
specific sense codon reassignment (20) to site-specific genetic
code expansion (21) and genetic code reprogramming (22–24).
Here, we employed a simple but readily accessible metabolic
AUG codon reassignment approach (25) to achieve quantita-
tive alkyne-UAA incorporation using a commercial prIVT sys-
tem (PURExpress�). With this method, we generated quantita-
tively alkyne-tagged released proteins (Fig. 1B, top branch) and
ribosome-bound nascent chains (RNCs; Fig. 1B, bottom
branch). We then tested a small library of copper-catalyzed
azide-alkyne cycloaddition reactions (CuAAC) for efficient and
specific dual labeling of these submicromolar targets at mg/ml
concentrations of background biomass.

To our knowledge, this is the first time a prIVT-based tag-
and-modify method has been used for smFRET sample gener-
ation. This approach avoids the in vivo cloning/expression and
purification steps, which traditionally limit the generation of
dual-labeled protein samples for smFRET. In the case of RNC
samples, it also affords monovalent genotype-phenotype–
linked protein libraries, which enable molecular barcoding and
multiplexing of fluorescence-based single-molecule screens
(Fig. 1C). This novel approach should be generalizable to other
protein systems with the limitation that it relies on engineering
unique methionine residues at the labeling sites of interest. Our
results demonstrate that the right combination of prIVT sys-
tems, UAA incorporation strategies, and click chemistry reac-
tions can provide a viable high-throughput and fully in vitro
sample generation and screening pipeline for a wide range of
smFRET protein biophysics applications, including co-transla-

tional folding and directed protein evolution, making single-
molecule screening now the rate-limiting step.

Results

Dye attachment via ligand-assisted and CuI-catalyzed
azide-alkyne cycloaddition

A major challenge in developing a high-throughput route to
smFRET sample generation is the need to alleviate the bottle-
neck associated with target-specific purification steps. Existing
tag-and-modify approaches rely on target purification to
resolve the compositional heterogeneity that results during
inefficient and nonspecific in vivo UAA incorporation (Fig. 1A).
Whereas combinations of sense or nonsense suppression with
prIVT enable target- and site-specific as well as quantitative
UAA incorporation (21, 26), low target yields and the chal-
lenges of labeling unpurified targets still preclude efficient and
selective dye conjugation (Fig. 1B). Here we use a combination
of established prIVT and metabolic codon reassignment meth-
ods and focus on identifying a labeling chemistry with the
required sensitivity and specificity for our application.

Our high-throughput approach of using prIVT followed by
dye labeling demands selective dye attachment in the presence
of diverse prIVT components. Given the target and background
biomass concentrations expected from unpurified prIVT reac-
tions (�0.1– 0.3 �M target protein, �2 mg/ml background pro-
tein, and �5 mg/ml background RNA) and no more than a
20-fold excess of free dye over target, we estimate that an on-
target rate constant of kon � 100 M�1 s�1, a 10,000-fold kinetic
selectivity against off-target labeling of biological nucleophiles
(i.e. kSH � 0.01 M�1 s�1), and minimal nonspecific adsorption of
excess free dye during free dye removal will be required for
single-molecule fluorescence applications. An evaluation of
currently available ligation schemes (supplemental Table S1)
shows that ligand-assisted CuAAC has the needed sensitivity
and specificity for our applications. Ligand-assisted CuAAC is
also regioselective and results in a short, flexible target–probe
linker, an advantage for smFRET analyses.

Several ligand-assisted CuAAC reactions theoretically meet
the above rate and selectivity criteria. However, initial rates in
model CuAAC reactions are often poor predictors of percent
completion in bioconjugations due to inhibitory off-pathway
copper center aggregation and oxidative ligand inactivation
(27–30). Bis(tert-butyl)-modified ligands (Fig. 2A, BTTES and
BTTP) minimize copper center aggregation and outperform
other ligand classes when accounting for both initial rate and
robust completion (31–33). Under aerobic conditions, copper-
or dehydroascorbate-mediated oxidative damage can be prob-
lematic for sensitive targets, such as RNCs (30, 34, 35). We
avoided these issues by labeling under anaerobic conditions (i.e.
�10 ppm O2), which have previously been shown to prevent
damage to such highly sensitive biomolecules (36, 37). To
achieve quantitative UAA incorporation in a generally ac-
cessible manner, we used commercial prIVT technology
(PURExpress� �(aa, tRNA) from New England Biolabs) and
residue-specific sense codon reassignment of methionine by
its redox-stable structural analogue homopropargylglycine
(HPG; Fig. 2A) (25). Importantly, HPG is an efficient substrate
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for wild-type translational components, including methionyl-
tRNA synthetase, methionyl-tRNA formyltransferase, EF-Tu,
and the ribosome, making it unnecessary to reengineer these
components, a process that often has important effects on
translation fidelity and hence product compositional homoge-
neity (21, 38, 39). Although not necessary for the present proof-
of-principle demonstration of a basic prIVT tag-and-modify
approach, additional customizations and optimizations of
prIVT systems allow more refined control over translation and
can enable site-specific dual labeling (work in progress). Finally,
we separate issues of tag site accessibility from labeling effi-
ciency by focusing primarily on tag sites already shown to be
surface-accessible. We generate HPG-tagged libraries of
released and SecM-stalled (40) RNC variants of protein engi-
neering model systems (such as barnase (41), the R16 domain of
chicken �-spectrin (42), and the N-terminal subdomain (NTD)
of T4 lysozyme (T4L) (43– 45)) at throughputs of 15–20 con-
structs/day using standard benchtop methods (supplemental
Table S2). These variants include site-specific mutants, back-
bone truncations, and C-terminal extensions. Importantly,
some of these variants cannot be expressed in vivo because they
are severely destabilized or unstructured (41, 45).

A test set of HPG-tagged constructs was used to optimize
CuAAC labeling conditions using the ligands BTTP (33) and
BTTES (31, 32). Under optimized conditions, ligand-acceler-
ated CuI-catalyzed AAC reactions achieved completion in 1 h
at �500 �M CuI (Fig. 2B). In situ reduction of CuII to CuI using
ascorbic acid as a reducing agent proved to be the most effective

means of generating catalytic CuI centers. In agreement with
previous reports, TCEP inhibited reactions presumably by both
reducing/inactivating azido-dye conjugates and sequestering
copper ions (34, 46). Templates containing two AUG codons
yielded twice the fluorescence signal of single-AUG templates,
suggesting both highly efficient and specific HPG tag incorpo-
ration as well as dye attachment (Fig. 2C). Importantly, com-
mercial PURExpress� systems operate at elevated free magne-
sium concentrations (�5– 6 mM) where decreased translation
fidelity and UAA incorporation specificity can pose problems
(47, 48). We thus further confirmed the fidelity and specificity
of our combined HPG incorporation and dye labeling approach
by harnessing the sensitivity of smFRET-alternating laser exci-
tation (ALEX) (see 2D proximity ratio (EPR)-stoichiometry (S)
histograms below and stoichiometry collapse data in the sup-
plemental figures). The in-gel fluorescence data verified that
the peptidyl-tRNA bond required for genotype-phenotype
linkage remains intact upon CuAAC bioconjugation (Fig. 2D,
lanes 2–5). Treatment of SecM-stalled RNCs with RNase
A/EDTA results in released labeled proteins of the expected
size (Fig. 2D, lanes 6 – 8), whereas puromycin failed to release
nascent chains from the ribosome (Fig. 2D, lanes 9 and 10),
consistent with homogeneously SecM-stalled RNCs containing
prolyl-tRNA in the ribosomal A-site (49). The single-stranded
regions of the mRNA template holding polysomes together
remain intact upon CuAAC dye attachment (Fig. 2E); similarly,
dye fluorescence and test protein activity also remained unal-
tered upon labeling (data not shown). These results together

Figure 1. Comparison between cell-based (A) and prIVT (B) tag-and-modify sample generation (A and B) and screening (C) strategies for smFRET
protein biophysics. A, cell-based expression is scalable and provides nanomoles of highly heterogeneous product that must be purified prior to labeling.
Large yields and target purification relax the sensitivity (on-target rate constant, kon � 1 M

�1 s�1) and specificity (off-target rate constant, kSH � 0.01 M
�1 s�1)

requirements imposed on labeling and enable the use of many different chemistries for dye attachment. Unfortunately, target purification limits sample
generation throughput, whereas cell-based expression is incompatible with monovalent genotype-phenotype–linked library generation as required for
multiplexed detection thereby. B, a prIVT approach yields only picomoles of product, but because translation can be easily controlled to achieve quantitative
and entirely target-specific UAA incorporation, target purification is unnecessary. Although smaller yields impose stricter sensitivity requirements on labeling
(on-target rate constant (kon) � 100 M

�1 s�1), if a chemistry can be found that meets these demands without compromising specificity (off-target rate constant
(kSH) � 0.01 M

�1 s�1), then higher throughputs and multiplexed screening are enabled. C, there are important trade-offs between serial, parallel, and multi-
plexed smFRET screening approaches: serial confocal screens offer the highest spatiotemporal resolution at the expense of lower throughputs and more
stringent sample generation requirements (e.g. dual-site-specific labeling is required); parallel confocal screening offers enhanced screening rates at slightly
lower spatiotemporal resolution and without much multiplexing capability; parallelization via wide-field total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) imaging
also increases screening rates at the expense of spatiotemporal resolution but again without enabling highly multiplexed sample screening; and the mon-
ovalent genotype-phenotype linkage of RNC libraries allows the colocalized single-molecule detection of both the genotype and the phenotype of a given
library member and thereby enables one-pot sample multiplexing (e.g. using zero-mode waveguides (ZMW) and single-molecule real-time nucleic acid
sequencing/genotyping). Arrow thickness, throughput. UAA tags are shown as gray spheres. Donor and acceptor dyes are shown as blue and red dots.
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suggest that sample oxidation/degradation is negligible
under anaerobic labeling conditions in agreement with pre-
vious findings (36, 37, 50 –52). Finally, for temperature- or
ascorbate-sensitive targets, we also confirmed that labeling
at 4 °C or in the presence of the protective agent aminogua-
nidine (AG) did not significantly compromise reaction com-
pletion (Fig. 2F).

smFRET on in vitro generated proteins and ribosome-bound
nascent chains

Using this optimized prIVT tag-and-modify protocol (for
details, see “Experimental procedures”), we generated libraries
of statistically dual-labeled released and SecM-stalled (40) RNC
variants of barnase (41), T4L (43), and the R16 domain of
chicken �-spectrin (42) (supplemental Table S2). We bench-
marked the UAA incorporation and dye labeling efficiency and
fidelity with smFRET-ALEX, which is particularly well suited
for samples generated by statistical labeling.6 Each 12.5-�l

prIVT reaction provided sufficient product (�10 –50 pmol) for
multiple labeling reactions with different combinations or rel-
ative concentrations of dyes (see below). Labeled samples were
serially screened under a variety of solution conditions using
one of two diffusion-based confocal smFRET microscopes with
microsecond alternating laser excitation (�sALEX) capabilities
(Fig. 1C (top) and supplemental Fig. S1) to separate donor-only
(D-only) and acceptor-only (A-only) subpopulations from
dual-labeled (DA or AD) species (53, 54). 2D EPR-S histograms
from 5–20 min of data acquisition illustrate the sample quality
achievable using this approach (Figs. 3– 6). D-only bursts
appear at low EPR and high S values (top left corner of each
histogram), whereas A-only bursts are dominated by shot noise
along the EPR axis and thus appear as a series of narrow vertical
lines at low S values (bottom of each histogram) (55). For each
set of samples, we carried out a control translation/labeling
reaction using a single-AUG mRNA template. If either HPG
incorporation or dye labeling lacks specificity, we would expect
the single-AUG template to yield some dual-labeled bursts. If
HPG incorporation or labeling is inefficient, we would expect6 Statistical labeling results from labeling of the two reactive sites on the tar-

get of interest with a mixture of the donor and acceptor dyes; when both
sites are equally accessible by both dyes and labeling is complete, it results
in DD-, AA-, DA-, and AD-labeled species in ratios of 1:1:1:1. If labeling is
incomplete, more D-only (i.e. DX and XD) and A-only (i.e. XA and AX) spe-
cies and less dual-labeled (i.e. DA and AD) species are observed. If a test
construct contains only one UAA tag and dual-labeled bursts are observed,
either UAA incorporation fidelity or sample aggregation may have

occurred. Thus, statistical dual-labeling of single-tagged and dual-tagged
templates with analysis of smFRET EPR-S 2D histograms represents a strin-
gent test of the combined efficiency and specificity of both UAA incorpo-
ration and dye labeling.

Figure 2. Efficiency and specificity of fluorescent labeling by and sample integrity following ligand-assisted CuAAC. A, structures of HPG, Met, and the
bis-tert-butyl-modified rate-accelerating CuAAC ligands (BTTP and BTTES) used in this study. B, identification of the minimal copper loads required to achieve
complete dye attachment within 1 h for an HPG-tagged T4L RNC test construct. C, labeling reaction kinetics for two different T4L RNC test constructs with
different numbers of encoded HPG tags. D, labeled (lanes 2–5), labeled and RNase A/EDTA-treated (lanes 6 – 8), or labeled and puromycin-treated (lanes 9 and
10) Sec-M stalled RNC constructs. E, sucrose gradient polysome profiles of empty ribosomes (left), unlabeled prIVT reactions (middle), and BTTP-CuAAC–labeled
prIVT reactions (three right profiles) demonstrating the integrity of the samples following dye attachment. F, effects of aminoguanidine (AG) and temperature
on the efficiency of labeling T4L RNCs at 1 h. Peptidyl-tRNA (*) and released full-length peptide (‹) are indicated.
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Figure 4. Spectrin R16 smFRET-�sALEX EPR-S histograms (released proteins). A, native structure of spectrin R16-R17a (PDB entry 1U4Q, 128
residues). Labeling site pairs 1–36 (62 Å), 1–39 (63 Å), 1–92 (33 Å), and 1–99 (41 Å) explored in this work are indicated. B, a single-tag/AUG template yields
only D-only and A-only subpopulations consistent with high-fidelity translation, specific UAA incorporation, and specific labeling. C–N, dual-tag/AUG
templates yield dual-labeled subpopulations consistent with highly efficient UAA incorporation and dye attachment. Constructs are illustrated above
each panel. All samples are released proteins. M and N were released from stalled RNC complexes by RNase/EDTA treatment. B–D and K–N contain the
first �-helix of the R17 domain (R17a). In E–J, the highly helical EK peptide was fused to the C terminus instead. Folded, unfolded, and mixed subpopu-
lations are indicated for each labeling site pair (F, U, and M, respectively). Mutations or extensions expected to be stabilizing and destabilizing are
indicated with green and red highlights, respectively. O, collapse of the dual-labeled subpopulations from C–N along the EPR axis (black histograms) yield
data qualitatively consistent with the inter-dye distances expected for natively folded spectrin (A). Mutations generally influenced the folded and
unfolded state population probabilities (Pf and Pu, respectively) as expected. Red lines, fits of the experimental burst size distributions using PDA models
including either one or two conformational states, no photobleaching, no rapid interconversion between states (i.e. line broadening), and no back-
ground counts.

Figure 3. Barnase smFRET-�sALEX EPR-S histograms. A, illustrated EPR-S histogram with donor-only (S �1), dual-labeled (S �0.5), and acceptor-only
(S �0) populations indicated. B, native barnase structure (PDB entry 1BRN, 110 residues) and labeling site pairs (1– 44, 16 Å) and (1– 66, 32 Å) chosen in
this work. C, a single-tag/AUG barnase template yields only D-only and A-only subpopulations consistent with high-fidelity translation, specific UAA
incorporation, and specific labeling. D and E, dual-tag/AUG released templates yield dual-labeled subpopulations consistent with highly efficient UAA
incorporation and dye attachment. F, collapse of the dual-labeled subpopulations from D and E along the EPR axis (black) indicates �EPR� values
qualitatively consistent with the inter-dye distances expected for natively folded barnase (B). Red lines, probability distribution analysis fits of the data
assuming a single conformational state, no bleaching, and no background. G–K, EPR-S histograms of dual-tag/AUG barnase 1– 44 RNC templates
extruded to different extents from the exit tunnel of the ribosome. L, collapse of the dual-labeled subpopulations from G–K along the EPR axis (black)
show an initially collapsed non-native state (�EPR� �0.89), which shifts to lower EPR values (�EPR� �0.82– 0.75) as the last few residues of barnase are
added and then extruded from the ribosome with a glycine–serine spacer. Constructs are illustrated above each panel. �PTC, the number of residues
between the C terminus of the construct and the PTC of the ribosome. For released barnase samples (C–E), the observed dual-labeled population was
assigned to the folded state (F in D and E).
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the dual-AUG mRNA templates to yield less or no dual-labeled
products.

In nearly all cases, single-AUG mRNA templates yielded sin-
gly labeled (i.e. D-only or A-only) products (Figs. 3C, 4B, 5A,
and 6B), whereas dual-AUG templates yielded significant dual-
labeled/FRET-active subpopulations (Figs. 3– 6 and supple-
mental Figs. S2–S58) that were easily detected within short
acquisition times (i.e. �10 min) using a simple non-parallelized
and non-multiplexed confocal smFRET-ALEX screening plat-
form (Fig. 1C and supplemental Fig. S1). These results indicate
that most of the labeling sites/constructs were indeed surface-
accessible as predicted. They also indicate that both HPG tag-
ging and CuAAC dye labeling were highly efficient and specific
enough for smFRET applications. As expected, the labeling
reaction rates at different sites, for different constructs, or with
different dyes were not always identical. For instance, the
Atto647N-azide acceptor (	1 net charge) was more reactive
toward negatively charged RNC constructs than either Alexa-

488 azide (�2 net charge) or Alexa 647-azide (�3 net charge).
At a 1:1 ratio of Alexa-488 to Atto647N during labeling, most
detected events were A-only species, and in some cases, we
were not able to obtain a large enough dual-labeled population
for smFRET analysis with short (i.e. �10 min/sample) acquisi-
tion times. We compensated for this effect by labeling all RNC
targets with a 2–3-fold molar excess of Alexa-488 over
Atto647N to equalize the reaction rates of the donor and accep-
tor dyes with the target. This, however, still does not ensure
either that labeling is complete at both sites or that each site has
an equal reactivity with both dyes. Both of these requirements
are necessary to obtain an idealized 1:2:1 ratio of D-only, dual-
labeled, and A-only subpopulations (see additional comments
in the supplemental materials). Finally, without direct verifica-
tion of the HPG incorporation efficiencies at each site (e.g. using
mass spectrometry and much larger-scale and hence prohibi-
tively expensive prIVT reactions) it is impossible to deconvo-
lute inefficient labeling from inefficient HPG incorporation.

Figure 5. Spectrin R16 smFRET-�sALEX EPR-S histograms (RNC samples). A, a single-tag/AUG template yields only D-only and A-only subpopulations
consistent with high-fidelity translation, specific UAA incorporation, and specific labeling. B–G, dual-tag/AUG templates yield dual-labeled populations con-
sistent with highly efficient UAA incorporation and labeling. B and C, spectrin 1–36 and spectrin 1–39 RNC constructs exhibit high-EPR populations consistent
with primarily collapsed and unfolded nascent chain conformations on the ribosome. D, released spectrin 1–39, in contrast, exhibits a low-EPR distribution
consistent with the folded state. E–G, RNC constructs labeled at positions 1–92 and 1–99 fail to resolve the folded and unfolded states. H–K, sucrose-pelleted
RNCs resulted in considerable sample aggregation, as evidenced by bridges between the D-only and A-only subpopulations. L, collapse of the dual-labeled
subpopulations from B–G along the EPR axis (black histograms) indicate that the ribosome prevents the folding of nascent polypeptides. Red lines are fits of the
experimental burst size distributions using PDA models including either one or two conformational states, no photobleaching, potential rapid interconversion
between states (i.e. line broadening), and no background counts.
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This limitation, unfortunately, prevents the extraction of
proper labeling efficiencies from smFRET EPR-S histogram data
without making certain assumptions. For example, because the
catalytic efficiency for HPG charging by methionine-tRNA syn-
thetase is roughly 500-fold lower than for methionine (25), even
low nanomolar amounts of methionine in our 12.5-�l prIVT
reactions would noticeably affect the relative levels of dual-
tagged and labeled DA or AD products relative to single-labeled
D-only or A-only subpopulations.

Despite these various potential problems with quantifying
labeling efficiencies using smFRET EPR-S histograms, we found
that in the large majority of targets tagged at previously verified
surface-accessible sites, we were able to obtain dual-labeled
populations sufficient for rapid smFRET screening. Collapse of

the EPR-S histograms along the stoichiometry axis yields lower
bounds on the combined UAA incorporation/dye-labeling effi-
ciencies that are obtained for each construct assuming equal
reactivity of either dye at either site (see supplemental figures).

Notably, sample aggregation can also cause single-tagged
templates to yield dual-labeled bursts. For example, sucrose-
pelleted RNC samples exhibited anomalously large burst size
distributions and bridged EPR-S histograms even at confocal
detection volume occupancy probabilities of �0.1, suggesting
that sucrose pelleting can induce significant sample aggrega-
tion (Fig. 5, H–K).

smFRET data on all of our samples were in qualitative agree-
ment with expectations based on previous structural and ener-
getic studies of these model systems. Dual-labeled samples

Figure 6. T4 lysozyme N-terminal subdomain smFRET-�sALEX EPR-S histograms. A, native structure of T4L NTD (PDB entry 256L, residues 12– 82 are
shown). B–S, 2D EPR-S histograms of a large library of T4 lysozyme NTD constructs at different extents of extrusion from the ribosome exit tunnel, with different
C-terminal extensions, different labeling sites, and different point mutations. Two-residue (B–F), six-residue (G–J), and 12-residue (K–S) (Gly-Ser)x extrusions of
RNC samples form the ribosome exit tunnel. C-terminal extensions using native T4L C-terminal domain residues (B) or a highly helical EK peptide (C–S). Shown
are samples either with (E, F, I, J, M, N, Q, and R) or without (C, D, G, H, K, L, O, P, and S) a V75P mutation at the C-terminal end of the NTD. Samples were tagged
and labeled at positions 12 only (B), 12–53 (C, E, G, I, K, M, O, Q, and S), or 12–55 (D, F, H, J, L, N, P, R, and T). All samples were expressed, tagged, and labeled
independently. S and T, released protein variants labeled using our prIVT tag-and-modify approach as an SecM-stalled RNC (S) or using in vivo expression and
statistical labeling via traditional cysteine-maleimide chemistry (T).
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released from the ribosome either naturally (Figs. 3 (C–E) and 4
(B–L)) or via RNase A/EDTA cleavage of RNCs (Figs. 4 (M and
N) and 6S) yielded �EPR� values qualitatively consistent with the
native structure of each model protein examined (Figs. 3B, 4A,
and 6A). However, because at low denaturant concentrations
unfolded proteins tend to shift to high-EFRET values (56) (and
shorter inter-dye distances (57)) that overlap with the high-
EFRET signals of most small folded globular proteins, we were
unable to uniquely assign EPR subpopulations to either an
unfolded (U) or folded (F) state for barnase or T4L NTD. In
contrast, upon folding, the 1–39 and 1–36 labeling sites of spec-
trin R16 should separate by about 62 Å (Fig. 4A), enabling res-
olution of U (�EPR� �0.8 – 0.85) and F (�EPR� �0.4 – 0.5) even at
low denaturant concentrations (Fig. 4, C and K). Such resolu-
tion of subpopulations using smFRET together with denaturant
titration screens allows the structural and thermodynamic
characterization of the underlying energy landscape for folding
with great spatial and temporal precision (58).

As an example of the information that such samples can pro-
vide, we examined the relative populations of the low (folded)
and high (unfolded) FRET states of several variants of the well-
studied protein domain spectrin R16 (42) at low denaturant
concentrations. A C-terminal �-helical extension (EK peptide)
(59) stabilized spectrin R16 relative to its native C-terminal
fusion context (Fig. 4, C versus E). Consistent with previous
studies, an L97A mutation significantly destabilized spectrin
R16 (Fig. 4, E versus F). A G105A mutation, which we thought
might stabilize helix C, had no significant effect on spectrin R16
stability at low denaturant concentrations (Fig. 4, E versus G).
Single proline or glycine insertions between the EK peptide
extension and spectrin R16 also had little effect on the equilib-
rium between U and F at low denaturant (Fig. 4, G versus H, E
versus I, and G versus J). Previous attempts to disrupt interdo-
main folding cooperativity in spectrin employed three consec-
utive proline residues (60). Unfortunately, the lack of EF-P in
commercial prIVT systems results in drastically decreased
yields of full-length protein, and we were unsuccessful in gen-
erating such constructs. A comparison of naturally released ver-
sus SecM-stalled and subsequently RNase A/EDTA-released
spectrin R16 samples suggests that the 17-residue SecM-stall-
ing peptide also does not appreciably perturb spectrin R16
structure or stability (Fig. 4, C versus M and D versus N). It is
important to note that these constructs (as well as many others
not shown; see supplemental Table S2 and Figs. S2–S58 were
cloned, expressed, labeled, and screened in a matter of days
using standard benchtop methods and commercially available
prIVT systems, UAAs, and click chemistry reagents. We also
verified that much higher sample generation throughputs can
be achieved using a 96-well sample generation platform for
PCR template generation, prIVT, and all desalting/labeling
steps. Using our standard benchtop methods for sample gener-
ation, smFRET quickly becomes the rate-limiting bottleneck.
Thus, testing all of our constructs under a range of solution
conditions, as required for a quantitative thermodynamic
assessment of the underlying folding energy landscape, is
beyond the scope of this current work (work in progress).

To demonstrate smFRET detection of conformational phe-
notypes from monovalent genotype-phenotype–linked RNC

libraries, we generated and screened a series of SecM-stalled
RNC variants of the three model proteins and explored the
effects of the ribosome on nascent chain structure and folding
(61– 65). Figs. 3, 5, and 6 demonstrate the feasibility of such
studies using a series of barnase, spectrin R16, and T4L NTD
RNC constructs, respectively, which have been incrementally
extruded from the ribosome exit tunnel by adding native C-ter-
minal residues, EK peptides, and/or glycine–serine linkers
upstream of the SecM-stalling sequence. Fig. 3 (G–I) demon-
strates the changes in nascent chain EPR-S distributions for bar-
nase as more native residues are added to the C terminus. Fig. 3
(J and K) shows the effects of extruding barnase out from the
ribosome exit tunnel using glycine–serine linkers so that its C
terminus is 27 or 47 residues from the peptidyltransferase cen-
ter (PTC) of the ribosome. Fig. 3 (F and L) shows normalized
EPR collapses of the dual-labeled subpopulations from Fig. 3.
Single-state probability distribution analysis (PDA) fits to the
data are also shown in red. Nascent barnase 1– 44 �95 (Fig. 3G)
appears highly collapsed on the ribosome. Upon extrusion, bar-
nase shifts to lower EPR values; however, it is difficult to say
whether barnase is fully folded or not when its C terminus is
separated by 47 residues from the PTC, because we cannot
resolve the folded and unfolded states. Fig. 6 (B–T) shows sim-
ilar results for RNC variants of the NTD of T4L. These data
demonstrate proof of principle for smFRET-based structural
phenotyping of monovalent genotype-phenotype–linked pro-
tein libraries suitable for multiplexed single-molecule detection
(66). The difference in the EPR distributions, both between the
various partially extruded variants of a given protein and in the
EPR distributions of full-length proteins off versus on the ribo-
some illustrates the power as well as the limitations of this
approach for uncovering the effects of the ribosome on nascent
chain structure and dynamics (67). It is important to note that
for many of these constructs, the unambiguous assignment and
resolution of U and F subpopulations and the observation of
distinct folding transitions will require more advanced (i.e. site-
specific and dual-internal) labeling schemes and the application
of advanced analytical tools capable of achieving quantitative
transfer of EPR distributions into inter-dye distance distribu-
tions (6, 57, 68).

In the case of spectrin R16, where U and F subpopulations are
resolvable by smFRET off of the ribosome (see above), the
effects of the ribosome on nascent chain structure and folding
(64, 65) are easily observed. Whereas released spectrin R16
1–36 and 1–39 yielded low-EPR natively folded subpopulations
in the absence of ribosomal tethering (Figs. 4 (C, K, and M) and
5D), RNC variants yielded high-EPR subpopulations consistent
with collapsed U conformations (Fig. 5, B and C). PDA (55, 69)
of the various dual-labeled released proteins and RNC samples
listed above indicate minimal sample-induced EPR heterogene-
ity and histogram broadening, suggesting that statistically
labeled samples can provide useful qualitative information
about interresidue distance changes. Fluorescence correlation
spectroscopy-based molecular brightness analysis (70) on
selected singly labeled control samples indicated only minor
changes in donor and acceptor quantum yield upon release of
nascent chains from the ribosome (data not shown), thereby
justifying comparisons of the EPR distributions of RNCs with
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those of released samples. In addition, because RNCs and
released proteins have significantly different diffusion coeffi-
cients, the integrity of RNC samples can be directly monitored
using fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (67, 71).

RNC samples could be stored for about a week at 4 °C in
high-magnesium buffer without appreciable peptidyl-tRNA
bond degradation or RNC disassembly. Two-month-old RNC
samples stored at 25 °C, in contrast, were mostly disassembled
(Fig. 5, D and F). In-gel fluorescence monitoring of the peptidyl-
tRNA bond integrity also suggested that RNCs were stable for
about 30 min in RNC buffer at 25 °C in 2 M GdmCl (data not
shown), providing an upper limit on the GdmCl concentrations
and equilibration times that can be used for equilibrium dena-
turation of RNC samples (67). Finally, labeling of selected sam-
ples with different dye pairs (e.g. Alexa488/Alexa647 versus
Atto488/Atto647N) yielded results qualitatively similar to
those described above (data not shown), suggesting that dye
photophysics, anisotropy, and perturbation are not significant
sources of artifacts at our level of qualitative analysis. On the
whole, these data highlight the advantages of our prIVT tag-
and-modify approach for making large libraries of dual-labeled
proteins and RNCs for smFRET-based monitoring of co-trans-
lational folding or nascent chain conformation on the ribo-
some. The generation of such RNC samples also opens the
doors to multiplexed single-molecule screening of much larger
protein libraries by harnessing the monovalent genotype-phe-
notype linkage that they provide.

Discussion

The detection of transient conformational states and dynam-
ics from individual proteins using single-molecule fluorescence
methods is currently limited in several ways. First, screening
biomolecular ensembles in a statistically meaningful way one
molecule at a time is an inherently slow process. Whereas this
issue has been resolved for nucleic acid sequencing by parallel-
izing and multiplexing detection (5, 72, 73), it remains unre-
solved for protein conformational phenotyping. Second, gener-
ating large libraries of dual-labeled proteins for such screens
remains challenging. Third, smFRET applications requiring
high spatiotemporal resolution place strict demands on sample
compositional homogeneity (9). The development of in vivo
tag-and-modify genetic code expansion approaches enables
dual site-specific labeling (10, 11) and can provide large
amounts of highly homogeneous protein samples suitable
for low-throughput/high-resolution screening. Importantly,
the sensitivity and specificity requirements for dye coupling are
relaxed as target expression yields and purity levels increase,
respectively. Thus, high-yield in vivo expression and target
affinity purification have made it possible to demonstrate the
utility of a wide range of click chemistries for dual site-specific
tag-and-modify approaches to smFRET sample generation
(Fig. 1A). Unfortunately, when expression yields are low or
sample generation and screening throughput rather than com-
positional homogeneity and spatiotemporal resolution are of
primary interest, there are currently few options (16). The inef-
ficient and nonspecific nature of suppressor-mediated in vivo
UAA incorporation exacerbates the problem by further neces-
sitating target-specific purification, limiting sample generation

throughputs, and precluding generation of the monovalent
genotype-phenotype–linked libraries required for multiplexed
single-molecule screens of proteins (66) (Fig. 1C).

Here, instead of addressing the issues of inefficient and non-
specific UAA incorporation and labeling indirectly through
purification and high-yield in vivo expression, we address these
issues directly, thus eliminating the need for high-yield in vivo
expression and target-specific purification (Fig. 1B). We used
prIVT expression together with residue-specific sense codon
reassignment to quantitatively incorporate an alkyne-bearing
UAA (HPG) into proteins with absolute target specificity. We
identified a ligand-accelerated CuAAC reaction that can over-
come the low yields and high background biomass levels pres-
ent in unpurified prIVT reactions and thus allow statistical dual
labeling of proteins and RNC samples for qualitative smFRET
screens. Although not generally site-specific and limited to
N-terminally tagged and methionine-depleted constructs, this
highly accessible prIVT-based tag-and-modify approach can
easily be extended by using nascent chain-processing enzymes
(74), kinetic labeling schemes (75), or more involved site-spe-
cific suppressor-mediated UAA incorporation methods (23,
76) to afford fully flexible dual site-specific dye attachment as
required for quantitative smFRET studies.7 Furthermore, at the
expense of a slightly larger dye linker, complete labeling can
also be achieved faster, at �100 �M copper or with lower
amounts of excess dye using commercially available picolyl-
azide dyes (77).

We reiterate that there is an inherent trade-off between
screening throughput and spatiotemporal resolution in smFRET
applications. The quantitative conversion of EPR or EFRET val-
ues into inter-dye distances requires control experiments and
analyses (e.g. ��2� simulations, quantum yield determinations,
instrument detection efficiency controls), which also limit
throughput when the highest spatial resolutions are required.
The simple approach outlined here is therefore best suited for
rapid initial qualitative screening of large libraries. This
approach can achieve sample generation rates 2–3 orders of
magnitude greater than existing methods. It also reduces dye
consumption by about 500-fold, thereby dramatically reducing
the cost per construct. Finally, each 12.5-�l prIVT reaction pro-
vides enough sample for 5–10 different labeling reactions (e.g.
with different dye pairs) and thousands of individual smFRET
screens under different solution conditions. Using a hierarchi-
cal approach, one can use such high-throughput qualitative
screens to identify the most informative constructs (e.g. those
with surface-accessible tag sites that resolve the subpopulations
of primary interest) and then use dual-site-specific labeling
methods and higher spatiotemporal screens on a smaller subset
of the most informative constructs.

We have successfully applied our method to a host of differ-
ent protein constructs, including destabilized, intrinsically dis-
ordered, and ribosome-bound proteins, many of which proved
challenging to express, purify, label, and/or structurally char-
acterize using traditional methods. Finally, the generation of
dual-labeled monovalent genotype-phenotype–linked libraries

7 K. M. Hamadani, J. Howe, M. K. Jensen, P. Wu, J. H. D. Cate, and S. Marqusee,
manuscript in preparation.
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(e.g. FRET-labeled RNC complexes; Fig. 1B) enables highly
parallelized as well as multiplexed smFRET-based screens
(Fig. 1C).

The increasing accessibility of single-molecule fluorescence
microscopy systems, data collection and analysis software, and
user facilities worldwide, both with and without single-mole-
cule sequencing capabilities, has slowly lifted the major instru-
mentation barrier to entry for many single-molecule protein
biophysics applications. The sample generation methods de-
scribed here should help resolve some of the sample generation
barriers that also prevent prospective users from using these
powerful and as yet untapped tools and instruments.

Finally, in screening various click chemistries for our pur-
pose, it became apparent that the trade-off between selectivity
and sensitivity is not always fully characterized in the literature.
We therefore suggest that the labeling of prIVT-generated
RNCs may provide a useful tool for benchmarking newly devel-
oped click chemistries based on their sensitivity, selectivity, and
bio-orthogonality in complex bioconjugation reactions.

Experimental procedures

DNA and mRNA templates for prIVT reactions

Full-length genes for cysteine-free T4L (43), the catalytically
inactive H102A mutant of barnase (41), and the R16 domain of
chicken �-spectrin (42) were subcloned into pET-LIC-(2A-T)
(Addgene) containing a C-terminal SecM-stalling sequence
(FSTPVWISQAQGIRAGPQ) (49, 78). Neither barnase nor the
NTD of T4L (residues 12–74) has endogenous methionines.
One endogenous methionine in spectrin R16 was mutated to
alanine (M15A) using standard protocols. Large modifications
(C-terminal extensions or truncations) were introduced via
traditional plasmid-based cloning and verified by sequencing.
Smaller modifications (e.g. introduction of internal AUG
codons and other such point mutations) were generally made
via overlap extension PCR. Linear DNA templates for in vitro
transcription reactions were generated via two-step nested
PCR to add a T7 promoter, a stable mRNA hairpin structure
(GGGAGACCACAACGGUUUCCC), an � enhancer element
(UUAACUUUA), and a strong ribosome-binding site (AGAA-
GGAGA) to the 5
-UTR. PCR products were ethanol-precipi-
tated, resuspended in RNase-free 10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.6),
quantified, and diluted to 4 �M before storage at �20 °C. mRNA
templates were generated from these linear DNA templates
using standard T7 RNA polymerase in vitro transcription pro-
tocols. mRNAs were then ethanol-precipitated, quantified, and
diluted to 20 �M in mRNA storage buffer (10 mM KOAc (pH
4.5) prior to flash-freezing and storage at �80 °C.

prIVT reactions

Commercial PURExpress� �(aa, tRNA) (New England Bio-
labs) reactions (12.5 �l each) were set up according to the man-
ufacturer’s instructions. The reactions included presynthesized
mRNAs rather than DNA templates and an amino acid mix
that, when diluted to its final working concentration, had 0.3
mM of each amino acid (except methionine) and 0.3 mM HPG.
mRNAs were heat-denatured at 65 °C for 3 min and then
quenched on ice before addition to the IVT master mix at a final
concentration of 2.8 �M to initiate translation. Reactions were

placed in a 37 °C incubator for 45 min or 2 h to generate single-
turnover stalled RNCs or multiturnover released proteins,
respectively. Because properly SecM-stalled RNCs are puromy-
cin-insensitive (49), prematurely stalled RNC products due to
polysome formation could be eliminated by a 5-min, 37 °C, 1
mM puromycin treatment following all single-turnover prIVTs,
but this was generally unnecessary because we usually used a
large excess of mRNA so that few polysomes were generated.

Nascent chain product quantification

prIVT reactions were carried out as described above except
that radioactive 50 �M 14C-Phe (100 Ci/mol) was used instead
of 0.3 mM non-radioactive Phe. Following each IVT reaction,
14C-Phe-tRNAs and peptidyl-tRNAs were degraded using
RNase A/EDTA. Acid-insoluble (i.e. proteinaceous) radioactiv-
ity was then quantified by TCA precipitation followed by liquid
scintillation counting on a Tri-Carb 2700TR analyzer (Packard/
PerkinElmer Life Sciences).

Fluorescence labeling

prIVT reactions were carried out as described above and
quenched with 1 volume (12.5 �l) of ice-cold 2� RNC stabili-
zation buffer and desalted to remove excess HPG using P30
(RNC samples) or P6 (released protein samples) MicroBioSpin
columns (Bio-Rad) equilibrated in 1� RNC buffer (20 mM

Bicine (pH 7.0), 50 mM Mg(OAc)2, 75 mM NH4OAc, 120 mM

KOAc, 0.05% Tween 20). Some RNC samples were also loaded
onto 70-�l 1 M sucrose cushions in RNC buffer and spun for 75
min at 90,000 rpm in a TLA100 rotor. Desalted or pelleted
samples along with stocks of either Alexa488-azide and
Alexa647-azide (Thermo Fisher Scientific) or Atto488-azide
and Atto647N-azide (ATTO-TEC GmbH) were brought into a
vinyl anaerobic (�10 ppm O2) chamber (Coy Laboratory Prod-
ucts) and transferred into deoxygenated tubes. Donor and
acceptor azido-dyes were added to 10 �l of each HPG-tagged
target to a final total concentration of 5–10 �M (�10 –20-fold
excess). Samples were then deoxygenated for �1 h. To initiate
the CuAAC reaction, equal volumes of 10 mM CuSO4 and either
20 mM BTTES (31) or 20 mM BTTP (33) ligand were mixed
together and then added to the deoxygenated samples to a final
concentration of 0.5 mM copper (1 mM ligand). Finally, a pre-
weighed and anaerobically stored dry aliquot of ascorbic acid
was dissolved in deoxygenated double-distilled H2O to 10 mM

and then added to a final concentration of 1 mM to initiate the
reaction. After 1–2 h, 1 �l of the reaction containing a total of
�5–10 pmol of each dye was removed and saved as a control for
in-gel fluorescence quantification of the labeling efficiency (see
below). The rest of the reaction was brought up to �30 �l with
RNC buffer. Unreacted free dyes, copper, ascorbate, and ligand
were then removed using a Micro Bio-Spin P6 or P30 size exclu-
sion column (Bio-Rad) as per the manufacturer’s instructions
prior to bringing the sample out from the anaerobic chamber.
An A260 measurement of RNC samples was then used to quan-
tify the efficiency of ribosome recovery during sample pro-
cessing (typically �80% for all steps combined).
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In-gel fluorescence quantification of dye labeling efficiency

All of the dye conjugates used in the present study migrate
near the dye front in the BisTris-MES (pH 6.5) SDS-PAGE
system used. A Typhoon Trio gel scanner (GE Healthcare)
together with ImageQuant TL (GE Healthcare) or ImageJ
(National Institutes of Health) software was used to integrate
product band intensities (Ip) as well as the free dye band inten-
sity (Id) in the control lane of each gel (e.g. Fig. 2D, lane 1).
Radioactivity measurements (see above) were used to deter-
mine the yield of a given prIVT reaction and thus the picomoles
of tagged protein or NCs loaded in each lane. We then esti-
mated the labeling efficiency as follows.

Efficiency �
pmol of dye

pmol of HPG
�

Ip � �pmol of free dye/Id

�pmol of NC � �no. of AUGs

(Eq. 1)

Diffusion-based smFRET-�sALEX

Supplemental Fig. S1 illustrates the basic elements of the
two smFRET-�sALEX microscopes that were used for the
present study. In setup A, the 488-nm line of an argon ion
laser (Midwest Laser Products) and a 635-nm diode laser
(Coherent) were combined using a dichroic mirror (D1:
600dcxr, Chroma). In setup B, a multiline (488 nm-568
nm-647 nm) argon-krypton mixed gas laser (Melles Griot)
was used. All lines were passed through an acousto-optic
tunable filter (Neos Technologies) to enable �sALEX as
described previously (54). The deflected beams were coupled
into an appropriately positioned single-mode fiber (Thor
Laboratories), the output of which was collimated, reflected
off of an immobilized high-quality dual-band polychroic
mirror (D2: z488/633rpc in setup A, ZT488/640rpc-UF1 in
setup B, Chroma), and underfilled (� �3) into the back aper-
ture of an infinity-corrected UplanS apochromat 60 � 1.2
numerical aperture water immersion objective (Olympus
America), thereby defining the two excitation volumes of the
smFRET-�sALEX microscope system. In setup A, the objec-
tive was mounted onto a custom-made microscope body,
whereas setup B employed an Olympus IX-71 microscope
body. The input laser powers during single-molecule data
acquisition were �50 –100 microwatts for the 488-nm line
and 15–30 microwatts for the 635/647-nm lines. Emitted
bursts of fluorescence from freely diffusing labeled species
were collected by the same objective, focused by the tube
lens onto a 100-�m pinhole, collimated, spectrally separated
into donor and acceptor emission paths by the emission
dichroic (D3: 630dcxr in setup A, T635lpxr in setup B,
Chroma), and refocused onto the active areas of two single-
photon avalanche photodiode detectors (PerkinElmer Opto-
electronics). The output from each detector was routed to a
countertimer board (PCI-6602, National Instruments) ena-
bling 12.5 ns resolution time-stamping of each photon as
described previously (54). Control signals were also sent to the
acousto-optic tunable filter driver to alternate at a 25-�s peri-
odicity between the donor and acceptor excitation beams. For
smFRET-ALEX data acquisition, RNC samples were diluted in
RNC buffer to �100 pM ribosomes (�20 pM RNCs). Released

proteins were diluted to �20 pM in PM buffer. Single-molecule
data sets were acquired for 10 –20 min/sample. No oxygen
scavengers or coupled reducing and oxidizing system reagents
(79) were employed.

Data analysis consisted of first defining the donor and accep-
tor laser excitation windows of the alternation cycle. Next, a
sliding window burst search algorithm was applied to the sum
of all photons detected within either the donor or acceptor laser
excitation windows of the alternation period. The criteria for
defining a burst were as follows: 1) the interphoton delay time
must be �1 ms, and 2) at least 20 consecutive photons must
meet the first criterion. PDA analysis was carried out as
described previously (55). Additional details on how the EPR-S
histograms were plotted and quantified are given in the supple-
mental materials.
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